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Introduction 
We give a fairly short model-theoretic proof of Barr’s theorem on full exact 
embeddings of regular categories into functor categories. 
A regularcategory is one having finite (projective) limits and stable images (for the 
terms we use here, cf. the “Preliminaries” below and/or the references there). This 
definition is stronger than Barr’s (because of the tirst part, finite completeness), but it 
is shown in [l] that as far as our subject is concerned no loss of generality results by 
adopting the definition given. We call a functor regular if it preserves all finite limits 
and regular epimorphisms. In [l], “exact” is used for “regular” in this context 
(cf. 1.7 and 2.14, Chapter I, in [l]). Now, Barr’s theorem can be stated as follows. 
Theorem ([l)). For every small regular category 2, there is a small category K and a 
full, faithful and regular functor F: 92 + (K, SET) into the category (K, SET) of all 
functors K --*SET (SET is the category of sets). 
Cf. 1.6, Chapter III, in [l]. There are certain additional properties of the full 
embedding stated in the quoted theorem in [l]; here we do not have anything to say 
about those; see however [7]. We prove Barr’s theorem in a specific form in which the 
full embedding is defined outright. Let Reg(3, SET) denote the full subcategory of 
(52, SET) whose objects are all the regular functors 9 + SET. Consider the evalua- 
tion functor 
ev: % + (Reg(9, SET), SET). 
We show that ev is full as well as faithful and regular (Theorem 2.1). The same is true 
when Reg(%!, SET) is replaced by a small subcategory determined by a simple 
cardinality restriction (Theorem 2.2). These specific results seem to be new, in other 
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words they do not seem to follow from Barr’s theorem or proof. We note that Barr’s 
theorem is equivalent to saying that 
is full and faithful for some small (full) subcategory K of Reg(9, SET). 
In order to make this paper readable by readers not well-versed in logic, we give 
fairly detailed logical preliminaries. 
1. Preliminaries 
The basic reference to model theory is CK [2]. Here we will recall all we need 
concerning the connections of logic and categories; for a detailed exposition, see [3]. 
Let V be a category. A morphism A 2 B is called an extremal epimorphism if it 
does not factor through a proper subobject C 2 B of B (with g a monomorphism 
which is not an isomorphism). In [3], and sometimes here, we call such a morphism 
surjective. f is stable surjective if whenever 
f 
A-B 
I I 
AI-B’ 
f 
is a pullback, f’ is surjective. V is said to have stable images if every morphism A 4 B 
can be factored into a stable surjective morphism A * B followed by a monomor- 
phism B 3 C. The subobject of C determined by h is the image off, denoted Im(f). 
A category is regular if it has finite !im (it is finitely complete) and has stable images. 
To connect this terminology with that of [l], we note the following. A morphism 
A L B is called a regular epimorphism in [l] if it is a coequalizer of some pair of 
morphisms =t A. In case V is finitely complete, the kernel pair off can be taken for 
this pair (if any exists). Also, the Grothendieck school’s terminology has the 
expression “effective epimorphism” for regular epi. It is easy to see that every 
regular epi is extremal. Now, in any regular category (in the way we defined this 
notion), also conversely, every extremal epi is regular (effective). This statement is 
contained in the more general Proposition 3.3.3 in [3]. Summarizing, we see that our 
“regular category” is the same as Barr’s “finitely complete regular category”. 
For the definition of a regular functor as well as for a statement of Barr’s theorem, 
cf. the Introduction. Reg(9, SET) denotes the category of regular functors 9 + SET, 
a full subcategory of (9, SET). 
For a subcategory K of the functor-category (%, Y’), the evaluation functor 
evK = ev: %‘-+ (K, 9’) is defined as follows. For C E ]%‘I, ev(C) is the functor F : K + 9 
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such that for ME (K(, F(M) = M(C) (E (9’“(), and for a natural transformation 
M A N, F(h) = hc : M(C) + N(C); moreover, for a morphism A A B in %‘, ev(f) is 
the natural transformation v : ev(A) --, ev(B) such that vM = M(f) for ME IK]. 
We turn to the more substantial model-theoretical preliminaries. 
We will use many-sorted languages. A particular kind of them can be identified 
with (directed and small) graphs in the sense of [5]. (It follows from [6] that there is no 
loss of generality, from the point of view of logic, in restricting attention to this kind 
of similarity type). If L is a graph and M : L + SET is a functor (or diagram) into the 
category of sets, then in the logical terminology we say that M is a qucture of 
similariry type L, or an L-structure. An object (vertex) G E IL/ is called a sort, M(G) is 
the interpretation of G by M, the elements of M(G) are elements of sort G in M. For a 
morphism (edge) f: G1 + G2 in L (or a unary operation symbol), M(f) is a primitive 
unary operation of M, the interpretation off by M. The ordinary notion of natural 
transformation between diagrams (functors) L+SET becomes what in logic 
(algebra) we would call a homomorphism. 
(Finitary) first order logic over L is described as follows. This has various symbols 
including the morphisms (operation symbols) in L, an infinite supply of variables of 
each sort in ILI, the equality symbol = and the logical operators A, v, 1,3 (with the 
well known ‘meanings’), together with other operators which in classical ogic are 
definable in terms of these. The notion of a term t with formal domain A and 
codomain B, in notation t :A +B, is defined as follows. If x is a variable of sort A, 
x : A +A. If t : A -;B and f : B + C is a morphism in L, then f(t) (a string of symbols) 
is: A +C’. An aromic formula is a string of the form t = t’ with terms t, t’ having the 
same formal codomains. Finally, a formula is one obtained by (formally and possibly 
repeatedly) applying the logical operators to atomic formulas. In particular, we can 
form 3x(p and Vxcp with any formula and any variable x. 
We like to think of A and v as applying to finite sets of formulas rather than as 
binary operations. In particular, the empty conjunction, ~0 and the empty dis- 
junction, v0 are allowed as formulas (not atomic formulas). ~0 is denoted also T and 
it is identically true, v0 is denoted I and it is identically false. 
A 3 A -formula is one obtained by applying zero or more times 3 and A to atomic 
formulas. A positiue xistential (or v3 A -) formula is one obtained using only v, 3 and 
A applied to atomic formulas. In particular, T is 3h, and both T and _L are v3 A. A 
sentence is a formula without free variables. A theory over L is a set of sentences 
over L. 
Given any L-structure M, the familiar Tarski type truth-definition gives inter- 
pretation to formulas in M. We write M(x) for M(G) if x is a variable of sort G. 
Given a formula cp(xl, . . . , x,) with the distinct free variables indicated and elements 
ai E M(xi), we write M t=cp[a*, . . . , a,] and say that the ai satisfy cp in M if the usual 
interpretation of the logical operators gives the truth-value “true” to cp when xi is 
interpreted as ai. One point to note here is that the range of a quantifier 3x or Vx is 
always M(C), with C the sort of x; in other words, e.g. Vx is read “for all x in 
M(C), . . .“. Another point is that in our notion of structure we allow any of the 
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domains M(G) to be empty. This means a slight departure from the usual con- 
ventions in model theory, which is however necessary for us to be able to grasp 
arbitrary SET-valued functors. As a result, a statement like 3x(x =x) is no longer 
logically valid (it is true iff M(x) is non-empty). 
For a sentence cp, “M t cp” stands for “cp is true in M” (“M satisfies (cl’). A model 
of a theory T is a structure in which all elements (axioms) of T are true. Mod(T) 
denotes the class of all models T; an elementary class is a class of L-structures for a 
fixed graph L of the form Mod(T) for some theory T over L. 
Next we review some of the model theory we need. As a general remark, let us note 
that the fact that we are dealing with many sorted logic and possibly empty domains 
influences only to a very small extent the validity of the elementary results of model 
theory (all we need here), or in fact the proofs of them as they are given, e.g. in CK. 
A homomorphism h : M + N between L-structures is an elementary embedding if 
for every formula cp(xi, . . . , x,), xi of sort Gi, and any elements ai E M(Gi), we have 
that Mtcp[a,, . . . , a,] implies N kcp[hG,(ai), . . . , hen (a,)] (h “preserves all formu- 
las”). Notice that (by applying the definition to the formula lx =x’), every elemen- 
tary embedding is injective. If for every G E ILI, M(G) c N(G) and the inclusion is 
elementary, we write M < N and say that M is an elementary substructure of N (N is 
an elementary extension of M). The downward Liiwenheim-Skolem-Tarski (dLST) 
theorem and the elementary chain theorem (3.1.6 and 3.1.13 in CK) remain true 
without change in statement or proof for many-sorted logic; the cardinafity of 
structure M is to be defined as the cardinality of the disjoint sum IMI = LIM(Gi) 
where Gi ranges over all sorts (objects) of L; the cardinality ofa language is defined 
as the cardinality of the set of all its formulas. We will not restate these two basic 
theorems here; they will not be used in the proof of the main Theorem 2.1. 
The definition of ulrraproducrs requires some care because of possibly empty 
domains (this was first noticed by I. Fleischer [4]). Let Z be an index-set, M an 
L-structure for every i E Z and U an ultrafilter on Z (in the Boolean algebra of all 
subsets of I). Given a sort G E IL\, we consider vectors (ai: i E X) with ai E Mi(G) 
indexed by subsets X of Z which belong to U. We define the equivalence - on all such 
vectors (for all X E U) by 
(ai: iEX)-(bi: ic Y) iff {iEXn Y: ai=bi}E U. 
The ultraproduct M = ni,rMi/U is defined in such a way that M(G) is the set of 
all equivalence classes of -. The equivalence class of (ai: i E X) is denoted by 
(ai: i E X)/U The reader is invited to complete the definition and see that in case all 
Mi(G) (G E IL\, i E I) are non-empty the definition coincides with the usual one (e.g. 
in CK). An alternative (shorter) description is 
where the limit is taken on the opposite of the partial ordering of subsets X of Z in U 
and the map corresponding to Y. c X is the canonical projection nisxMi + 
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nl, Y M,. We will use the canonical map 
hx:n iVZi+nMi/U 
icX iEI 
defined by 
(Ui: iEX) S((a,: iEX)/U. 
Naturally, the main thing is that the modification is just what is necessary for the 
proof of the “fundamental theorem” (4.1.9 in CK, better known as LOS’S theorem) to 
go through. 
We will use 
Theorem 1.1. A class K of L-structures is an elementary class if and only if the 
following are satisfied: 
(i) K is closed under elementary substructures; more precisely, if M3 N is an 
elementary embedding and NE K, then M E K. 
(ii) Kis closed under ultraproducts, i.e. Mi E Kfori E Iimplies nietMi/U E Kforan 
arbitrary ultrafilter lJ on I. 
As a reference, see CK, in particular, combine 4.1.12 (i) and 4.3.13. 
In fact, the following (equivalent) version will also be useful; it formally follows 
from the two quoted theorems and Exercise 6.5.2, p. 395 in CK. 
Theorem 1.1’. Suppose thatMsatisfies allsentences true in allstructures in the class K. 
Then there is an ultraproduct N = flict Mi/ U of structures Mi in K such that M can be 
elementarily embedded in N. 
Next we formulate Beth’s definability theorem (cf. 2.2.22 in CK). 
Let L be a small graph (a similarity type), L’ another obtained by adding a single 
new morphism f : A + B, L’ = L(f) (all objects and all other morphisms in L’ are in L). 
Any structure of type L’ has the form M’= (M, g) where M is an L-structure, the 
reduct of M’ to the language L and g is f”‘. 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that K is an elementary class of L’-structures such that for any 
L-structure M there is at most one operation g : M(A) + M(B) such that the expansion 
(M, g) belongs to K. Then there is a formula over L, cp(x, y), such that VxVy[fx = y * 
cp(x, y)] is valid in K. 
It goes without saying that Beth’s theorem is valid in our context. The reader might 
want to check that the proof of the so-called Robinson consistency lemma using 
elementary chains (pp. 116-117 in CK), that of Craig’s interpolation theorem from 
Robinson’s lemma, (p. 117 in CK) and finally, the proof of Beth’s theorem from 
Craig’s (p. 88 in CK) go through without change for many sorted logic. On the other 
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hand, Feferman [3] gives an explicit proof-theoretic treatment of Craig’s and Beth’s 
theorems for even infinitary, many-sorted logic. 
Next we formulate a preservation theorem we need. Let K be a class of structures 
over L and a(x. y) an arbitrary formula over L with two free variables x and y of 
respective sorts A and B. We say that qc is preserved under homomorphisms of 
structures in K if the following holds: whenever M, iV E K, A43 N is a homomor- 
phism and MI=cp[a, b] then N!=[hA(a), hs(b)]. 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that CJJ is preserved under homomorphisms of structures in an 
elementary class K. Then cc is equivalent to a positive existential, or v3 A-, formula 
$(x, y) in K, i.e. VxVy(cp(x, y)*4(x, y)) is valid in every M in K. 
This was used in [6] too; a proof can be found there, cf. 7.1.4’ in [6]. Properly 
considered, 1.3 is a generufization of the well-known LOS-Tarski theorem and it can 
be proved in the same way. 
For K and Q as before, we say that Q is preserved underfinite products of structures 
in K is the following holds: whenevery Mi E K, Mi ~Q[cz~, bi] (i = 1,. . . , n), then 
fi Mi bQ[(Qi)iv (bi)il* 
i=l 
This makes sense even if n = 0: now the empty product is the structure ‘MO such that 
each M(G) is a one-element set, say (0) (0 is the empty sequence) and preservation 
simply means MO b Q[@, I?]. We will need: 
Proposition 1.4. If cp is preserved underjiniteproducts of structures in a class Kand Q is 
a v 3 A -formula, then Q is equivalent to a 3 A -formula. 
Proof. This is essentially trivial. Using distributivity of A over v and inter- 
changeability of 3 and v , it is easily seen that every v3h-formula is logically 
equivalent to a finite disjunction of 3A-formulas. Hence, assume Q := Vy=, Qiv Qi is 
3 A. Since we can take the empty product, we must have n 3 1. We claim that Q is 
equivalent to one of the Qi in K. Suppose not. That means that for each i = 1,. . . n 
there is Mi E K, ai E Mi(A), bi E Mi(B) such that 
Now notice the obvious fact that every 3 ~-formula is preserved under homomor- 
phisms and hence Qi is preserved by the canonical projection nn_, ikfi + Mi. Since 
Mi I= lQi[ai, bi], this implies that 
n Mi b lQi[(ai>iv (bi)il 
for every i, hence 
II M k( 1 ii, Qi)[(ai)iT (bi)iI. 
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But since Mi kq[ai, bi], by assumption, n Mi Cq[(ai),, (b,),]. Since cp = V:=r vi, we 
arrive at a contradiction. 17 
This completes the list of what we need of model theory. 
Let 9 be a small regular category, L its underlying graph, also considered a 
similarity type. Notice that every functor 9 +SET is, at the same time, a functor 
L + SET, i.e. an L-structure; we can ask which L-structures are regular functors 
9 -, SET. 
Proposition 1.5. The class ]Reg(%!, SET)] of regular functors 92 + SET is an elemen - 
tary class of L-structures. 
Although this proposition is the main point of our proof, it is essentially trivial. For 
each finite limit diagram in 9, we write down a sentence over the language L which 
will express, when interpreted in an L-structure M, that M carries the given diagram 
into a corresponding kind of limit diagram in SET; of course, this uses the well- 
known ‘elementary’ description of limit diagrams in SET. The same can be done for 
extremal epis. For more details, cf. also Chapter 2 of [6]. 
Proposition 1.6. The class jReg(%!, SET)] is closed under arbitrary (small) direct 
products. 
In other words, if M, : 9 + SET is regular for i E I, and M = ni,, M, is the product 
computed in the functor category (9, SET), then also M : 9 + SET is regular. This 
can be seen quite directly; also, it turns out that the axioms describing IReg(9, SET)] 
(cf.1.5) are Horn sentences (cf. e.g. CK), which is another reason for the proposition 
to be true. 
Proposition 1.7. The ezxzluation functor ev : .C?? + (Reg(9, SET), SET) is faithful. 
This is “well-known”; for instance, it is a direct consequence of Deligne’s theorem 
on “coherent toposes having enough points” (cf. also 6.2.2 in [6]). However, the way 
this author looks at it is that 1.7 is a particular case of Godel’s completeness theorem. 
This view is presented in detail in [6], cf. especially Section 5, Chapter 3. Theorem 
3.5.5, the Deligne-Joyal completeness theorem can be adopted to the present 
(simpler) situation, to obtain the following: 
(*) whenever APB, A, B are subobjects of X in 9, then there is a regular 
M : 99 + SET such that M(A) G M(B). 
(*) immediately implies that ev is conservative i.e. it is order-reflecting on 
subobjects; furthermore, faithfulness can be derived from this by passing to graphs of 
morphisms. 
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(*) can be proved in the same way as 3.5.5 in [6]; simply restrict attention to 
formulas not containing disjunctions. The proof system used in [6] is such that it 
does not bring in disjunctions into deductions of formulas which themselves do not 
contain disjunctions. 
Proposition 1.8. Let cp (x, y ) be a 3 A -formula over L, the underlying graph of a regular 
category 9, with only the free variables x of sort A and y of sort B. Suppose that for every 
M E IReg(B, SETI, cp defines in Ma function M(A) + M(B), i.e., M CVxZl!ycp(x, y). 
Then there is a morphism g : A + B in 92 such that for every ME IReg(9, SET)/, and 
any a E M(A), b E M(B) 
(M(g))(a) =beMCcp[a, 61. 
Proof. Since cp is a 3h-formula, the canonical interpretation [o] 4 A x B is well 
defined in .9? (cf. Chapter 2 in [6]). The assumptions mean that for every regular M, 
the sequents 
=+3Ycpb, Y) 
cp(x, Y) A cpb, Y’WY “Y’ 
are valid in M, hence by the version of the Deligne-Joyal completeness theorem 
mentioned in relation with 1.7, the same sequents are valid in the canonical 
interpretation in 9. Applying 2.4.4 in [6], there is g : A + B in 2 whose graph is 
[PI-+ A x B, i.e. such that 
J&9 g(x)) 
is valid in 9. As a consequence, the same is valid in every M : 9 + SET regular, which 
is precisely the conclusion of the Proposition. 
2. Full evaluation functors 
Theorem 2.1. For a small regular category 2% the evaluation functor 
ev : 6% + (Reg(9, SET), SET) 
is regular, full and faithful. 
Proof. The regularity of ev is easily established because of the ‘pointwise’ character 
of the notions involved. The faithfulness of ev is 1.7. 
Denote ]Reg(%!, SET)] by K; K is an elementary class (1.5) which is closed under 
direct products (1.6). To show the fullness of ev, let f: ev(A) + ev(B) be a morphism 
in (Reg(&, SET), SET), with A, B E 191. This means that for every ME K, we have a 
map ~VI : M(A) -P M(B) such that for every homomorphism h : M + N, the diagram 
below is commutative (we call this the ‘basic commutative diagram’). Our goal is to 
show that there is a morphism g : A + B in 9 such that fM = M(g) for every ME K. 
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M(A) 
f.w 
+ M(B) 
h, I ,I h, 
N(A) / N(B) 
N 
Let L be the underlying graph of 3; L is considered a similarity type. Let f be a 
new operation symbol, f : A + B, not in L and let L’ be obtained by adjoining f to 
L, L’ = L(f). Any L’ structure M’ is of the form (M, f’), with M an L-structure and 
f’: M(A) + M(B) the interpretation of f in M’. For every ME IKI, let fi be the 
L’-structure A2 = (M, hW). 
Claim. The class 2 of all L’-structures of the form n? for some ME K is an 
elementary class. 
For the proof of the claim, we are going to verify the two conditions in 1.1. To 
verify (i), let ME K and M’LN an elementary embedding,with M’= (k&f’). Then 
h’ induces (by restriction) an elementary embedding h : M + N, hence in particular 
ME K (since K is an elementary class) and therefore we can talk about f~. The 
naturality of h’ implies that the diagram 
M(A) 
f 
-M(B) 
N(A) 7 
N 
is commutative. Comparing this with the basic commutative diagram and using the 
fact that hs is one-to-one, it follows that f’= fM, i.e. M’ = h? and hence M’E I?, 
verifying 1.1 (i). 
Preliminary to verifying 1.1 (ii), we show 
Subclaim. g is closed under direct products. 
Indeed, let Ni E K for i E I and let M’ = nic,Ni = (M, f’). Of course, M = ni,,Ni. 
Since K is closed under direct products, M E K; we claim fM = f’. Apply the basic 
commutative diagram 
lM(A) 
f W 
-M(B) 
N,(A) / -N,(B) 
N 
with vi : M’+ Ni the canonical projection and the same diagram with f,w replaced by 
f (by the naturality of ri). Since the family of maps {(ri)B: i E I} is jointly injective, in 
other words, (~~i)~(b) = (rijB(b’) for all i E I implies that b = b’, it follows that fM =f’. 
In other words, M’ = ti E K, what was to be shown for the Subclaim. 
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Consider now the ultraproduct N’ = nre, &?,I U with Ni E K. N’= (N, f’) with 
N = ni,, Nil U and f’ is defined by 
f’((Ui: iEX)/U)=(fv,(ai): iEX)/L/ 
(for ai E Ni(A)). 
Since K is elementary, NE K and we can consider f,. To show f =fNt let 
a = (ai: iEX)/U be an arbitrary element in N(A). Consider the canonical map 
h = hX : A4 = nicx Ni + N, mapping (ai: i E X) to U. Since both M and N are in K, we 
can consider the basic commutative diagram 
M(A) ‘VI -M(B) 
lh,, Ihe 
N(A) r N(B) 
IN 
and apply it to (Ui: i E X) E M(A). Note that by the Subclaim, 
f&f((Ui: iEX))=(fN,(Ui): iEX). 
We get that 
f,((Ui: iEX)/U)=(fNi(Ui): iEX)/LI 
which, compared to the description of f’, results in f’ = fN as required. 
This completes the proof of the Claim. 
Now we are ready to apply Beth’s theorem, Theorem 1.2. It is obvious that for 
every ME K there is exactly one operation M(A)+M(B) such that (M, g)~ K, 
namely g =f,, and if M& K, there is none. Hence, there is a formula cp(x, y) such 
that 
VxVy(f(x) = y ++cp(x, Y)) 
is valid in i?. In particular, clearly for every ME K, M CVx3!ycp(x, y) and 
(1) 
fM(a)=b~M~cp[a,~l 
for all a E M(A), b E M(B). 
(2) 
The fact that rp(x, y) is preserved under homomorphisms of models in K is now 
just a rewording of the basic commutative diagram since the interpretation of cp in 
any A4 E K is the graph off,. Hence, by 1.3 we can assume that cp is a v 3 A -formula. 
The fact that K is closed under products (Subclaim) translates into saying that cp is 
preserved under products of structures in K. Hence, by 1.4 we can assume that cp is a 
3 ~-formula. Since cp is a 3 ~-formula which for each M E K defines a function 
M(A)+M(B), by 1.8 there is a morphism g :A + B in 9 such that 
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Comparing this to (2), we see that 
for every ME K, completing the proof of the theorem. 
Next we show that certain small subcategories of Reg(%, SET) specified by simple 
cardinality restrictions can replace Reg(3, SET). 
Let L be the underlying graph of 9, K = card(L) (see Section 1). E.g., if $3 has at 
most countably many objects and each of its horn-sets is at most countable, then 
K = No. Let A be any cardinal SK. By Reg, (9, SET) we denote the full subcategory of 
Reg(3, SET) whose objects M are those that satisfy card/M\ s A. Clearly, each 
Reg, (3, SET) is equivalent to a small category. 
Theorem 2.2. For a small regular category 9, the evaluation functor ev,, ~$3 + 
(Reg, (92, SET), SET) is regular, full and faithful for all A 2~ with K determined 
above. 
Not surprisingly, 2.2 will be proved by a modification of the proof of 2.1 in which 
the downward Lowenheim-Skolem-Tarski theorem (dLST) plays the main role. 
To simplify the language, assume A = K = K o. Let KNo be the class of regular 
functors M : 92 + SET such that cardIM c Ko. As in the proof of 2.1, we have for 
each ME Kxo an fM : M(A)+ M(B), with the ‘basic commutative diagrams’. We 
define the class I? to be the class of L’-structures (see the proof of 2.1) of the form 
n;i = (M, f\,) with ME KKo. Our modified claim now is that I? is an elementary class 
of countable structures, i.e., for some theory T over L’, K is identical to the 
countable models of T. Let T be the set of sentences true in all structures in 1% Given 
M’C T, M’ countable, we want to show that M’E I% By l.l’, M’ can be elementarily 
embedded into an ultraproduct niel !?ii/ U with & E E; without loss of generality 
(since it is easy to see again that I? is closed under isomorphisms) we can assume that 
M’ -C ni.tNi/U. The difficulty now is that the ultraproduct and the various direct 
products involved are no longer in I?. To overcome this difficulty, we prove the 
following lemma; in the application of the lemma L will be changed to L’. 
Lemma 2.3. Below, each sttructure is of type L where card(L) = Ho. Let M be 
countable (cardIM c K,J, and M < N where N is the ultra-product N=ni,tNi/LJ. 
Then there is a countable Ml such that M-C MI <N, moreover there is a countable 
index-set J and there are 
Xj E U, N’j’K n NC (Jo J) 
iPX, 
where each N”’ is countable, such that for every G E ILI, we have 
u (hx$3N”‘(G)) = M,(G). 
iEJ 
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(h*(A) denotes the image of A under h, hX : n,,,yNi+nicxN,/U is the canonical 
map). 
Proof. We put J = ILI, the set of sorts in L. For every GE IL/, we can find Xo E U 
such that (hxG)c issurjective. Namely, if N(G) is empty, any Xo will do, and if N(G) 
is nonempty, there is Xo E U such that for each i E X,, Ni(G) is nonempty; it is easy 
to see that now this Xo works. 
We are going to define structures Mt.,,, N!,G’ by induction on n <o and we will put 
Ml = u M,,,, NcG' = u NLG’. 
“<l&l “<&I 
Let MIVo = A4. Using the dLST theorem, for G E IL1 choose NbG’ such that NbG’ is 
countable, 
NbG’ < NG ; i.“x, Ni and Mr.o(G) c NbG’(G). 
Suppose MI,, and N’,G’ have been defined for a specific n Co. Again by dLST, let 
Mt.,,, be such that M1,,+1 is countable, MI,,,+I -C N and for all GOE ILI, 
G$ (hxG)&(N!tG’ (Go)) = M,.,+I(&). 
For a given GE ILI, let A c NG(G) be a countable set such that (hxG)$(A) 3 
M 1.,+1(G); A can be chosen because (hxG)G is surjective. Using dLST again, let 
N’,G,: < NG be such that N’,G,i is countable, 
NLG’ < N’,G,:, A c N!?, (G), 
and hence MI,,+I (G) c (h”“)E(N!,:\ (G)). This completes the inductive definition. 
By the elementary chain theorem, we will have for MI 3 IJnC, Mr.,, that it4 < 
M, <N and for NCG’ ; IJn,, N!,G’ that NCG’ <NG, as required. The last equality 
stated in the Lemma is an immediate consequence of the construction. 0 
Returning to the proof of 2.2, by the lemma we will have M’1 = (MI, fl), Xi E U 
and N”‘= (N”‘, f”) such that card/MrI, cardlN”‘l c Ko, 
and 
u (hT):(N”‘(G)) = Ml(G). 
jcJ 
(1) 
To begin with, we have Ml E KKor N”’ E KKo since K = /Reg(%!, SET)1 is closed under 
products, ultraproducts and elementary substructures. Let the restriction of the 
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projection 
to N”r be denoted by ri,‘k. Since for any fixed j and X, the family {~l.~fy: i E X} is still 
jointly injective in the obvious sense (since {ri.x: i E X} was), the argument given for 
the subclaim in the proof in 2.1 goes through to show that N”” = Nici’ = (N”‘, f,+j). 
Next, let the restriction of the canonical homomorphism 
hX’IiZ N,-+/-jNi/U tow’ 
I rat 
be denoted by h”‘. Because of (1) (the part that says that the left hand side is 
contained in the right hand side), h”’ factors through M’, 4 N’; let us denote the 
resulting factor 
by 6”‘. The other part of the equality (1) says that the family {I?“: j E J} is “jointly 
surjective”. This fact is sufficient for the corresponding argument in 2.1 to go through 
and for us to have that M; = A,. Finally, we easily conclude (as in 2.1) that M’ = &?, 
proving the “modified claim”. 
The rest of the proof is the same as before; it is based on the fact that Beth’s 
theorem and the preservation Theorem 1.3 remain true when only countable models 
are allowed, which fact in turn is an easy consequence of the dLST theorem. 
Note that the finite products used in 1.4 do not go out of K,,. 
Also note that the versions with Reg,(9, SET) of 1.7 and 1.8 are true, precisely 
because of dLST. 
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